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questions will concentrate on our understanding of CP violation in Kmeson decays
and to a sruvey of present proposals based on these concepts. The description of open 0
The lecture on B-meson factories will be limited to basic concepts of eecolliders
7 this matrix). The second part describes open questions and expectations for the future. * '
mixing angles of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix and cpcxiu is the phase in
parameters ofthe Standard Model (mb, m,, 0,3, 023, and tpgKM, where 013 and 023 are
with special emphasis on the determination of jive out of the 18 fundamentalThe frst part of the lectures reviews our present knowledge on Band Bmesons
1983, and the transition rate between BO and B0 much larger than expected in 1987. * O
surprising : the B-meson mean life turned out to be much longer than expected in
understanding of weak and strong interactions. Two results have been especially
Experiments with B-mesons have produced important contributions to our
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H. Pr*‘zs0h, PH D32(1985)3058
B. Sieoh, Pro0.Top.Conf.FIavour Mixing Erice 1984, p.735
L.L. Chau and W.Y. Keung, PRL 53(1984)1802
L. Wolfenstein, PRL 51(1984)1945
L. Maiani, Pro0.lnt.Symp.Lepton Photon Hamburg 1977, p.867
H. Harari, PL 57B(1975)265 {"b" and "t"}
M. Kobayashi and T. Maskawa, Progr.Th.Phys.49(1973)652
J.D. Bjorken and S.L. Glashow, PL11(1964)255 {"0harm"}
M. Gell—Mann, PL 8(1964)214 {weak mixing of quarks}
N. Cabibbo, PRl.10(1963)531 {weak mixing of hadrons}
number of five real matrix elements.
1973 had large imaginary pans, but had the maximum
the smallest imaginary parts. The original KM parametrization
1984 modifying that of Maiani 1977. It has the advantage of
This parametrization was introduced by Wolfenstein, Chau
and with the abbreviatiens $12 =$in1°>12, 013.-=0os1913.
O$1312$rc/2, O$1$13$rc/2, O£1323$1r/2, and cp,
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